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Shared.MunicipalClerk
TSMV Development is Ecocide.

Municipal Clerk, 
I am passionately opposed to this development going ahead. It will be a blight on the majestic landscape. 
Also I am cognizant of the issues well explained on Zoom the other week and particularly watching the video featuring 
an icon of this town: Gerry Stevenson. Sadly he has departed but he would turn over in his grave if he knew the clamour 
going on in an area he cherished. He was an expert bar none on undermining and mine engineer for over 6 decades and 
consulted using this EXPERIENCE. 
Rather than going into detail then with the main issues as no doubt there has been a deluge already of emails arriving 
on your desk:No .my beef or grump as a leader of a well established informal bike group proudly called the GRUMPY 
BEARS  (a good many have already written in opposing) is RISK of gaping holes suddenly appearing. Once the bike 
season gets going we often use the area under discussion and pass through on the trail by Dyrgas Gate. Gerry in his 
informative video could not emphasize enough the enormous hazard and extremely costly outcome ,(most to us 
taxpayers) not knowing with 100% accuracy where and when a subsidence could occur next. For us bears on bikes as 
well as pedestrians of course going round this obstacle meant getting off and on our bikes every time we decided to go 
up into Three Sisters. Yes a bit of an inconvenience but can this hole hazard happen to trails not yet built? Experts even 
don’t know fully.  
Let me conclude as responsible to the group out for a pleasant ride to look back and see I have lost a few Bears down a 
hole would be tragic.  No sir, we only DEN in the winter. 
Thank you, 
Roger Truman 
P.S.Permanent resident in this “jewel” of the Rockies. Long may it stay that way! 

Sent from my iPad 


